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ABSTRACT 
Green Building Index Malaysia is a profession driven initiative to lead the property industry 
of Malaysia towards becoming more environmental friendly. To do this, they have introduced 
Green Building Index (M) Assessment Criteria for Residential New Construction for new 
residential construction to be built to be more environmental friendly. Vernacular architecture 
is a term used to categorize methods of construction which use locally available resources 
and traditions to address local needs. 4 building types, one including modern terrace house, 
while the others are vernacular architecture, are chosen so that it can be assessed by GBI (M) 
Assessment Criteria and scored accordingly to find out which one scores the highest. The 
feasibility of the assessment tools are also taken into consideration as this project is assessing 
existing buildings and not new construction. Some modifications are done to the assessment 
tools to make it more suitable to the project. The results from the project show that vernacular 
buildings scores much higher than the modern terrace house. This shows that vernacular 
residential buildings are much more environmental friendly than modern terrace house. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background of Study 
Sustainable building, or green building is an outcome of design philosophy which 
focuses on increasing the efficiency of resource use of energy, water, and materials 
while reducing building impacts on human health and the environment during the 
building's lifecycle. This is done through better sitting, design, construction, 
operation, maintenance, and removal. 
Green building is a concept idea of incorporating a wide spectrum of solutions and 
best-practices. Through green building is interpreted in many different ways, a 
common opinions is that they should be designed and operated to reduce the overall 
impact of the built environment on human health and natural environment by 
efficiently using energy, water, and other resources, while protecting occupant health 
and improving employee productivity, and also reducing waste, pollution and 
environmental degradation. (US EPA, August 2009) 
The related concepts of sustainable development and sustainability are integral to 
green building. Effective green building construction can lead to reduced operating 
cost by increasing productivity and using less energy and water, improved public and 
occupant health due to improved indoor air quality, and reduced environmental 
impacts by lessening storm water runoff and the heat island effect. Practitioners of 
green building often seek to achieve not only ecological but aesthetic harmony 
between a structure and its surrounding natural and built environment, although the 
appearance and style of sustainable buildings is not necessarily distinguished from 
their less sustainable counterparts. A common misconception is that energy efficient 
buildings are also green buildings. While energy efficiency is an integral part of a 
sustainable building, energy efficiency alone does not qualify a building as green. 
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In Malaysia, the Standards and Industrial Research Institute of Malaysia (SIRIM) are 
the one that promotes green building techniques. Driven by environmental needs, 
Green Building Index (GBI) was jointly founded and developed by Pertubuhan 
Arkitek Malaysia (PAM) and the Association of Consulting Engineers Malaysia 
(ACEM) in 2009. Gß1 (M) is a profession driven initiative to lead the property 
industry towards becoming more environmental-friendly. It is intended to promote 
sustainability in the built environment and raise awareness among Developers, 
Architects, Engineers, Planners, Designers, Contractors and the Public about 
environmental issues. Malaysia's Green Building Index or GBI (M) will be the only 
rating tool for the tropical zones other than Singapore Government's GREENMARK. 
GBI (M) parameters are within the tropical climatic conditions. Its scoring priorities 
are very much customized for the current state of Malaysia. GBI (M) differs 
markedly from Singapore's GREENMARK thus understandably GBI (M) rating 
priorities should be like-wise customized to suit - both to Malaysian climate and also 
the current state of the country's development and existing resources. (GBI Malaysia 
Website, 2010) 
Vernacular architecture is a term used to categorize methods of construction which 
use locally available resources and traditions to address local needs. Vernacular 
architecture tends to evolve over time to reflect the environmental, cultural and 
historical context in which it exists. It has often been dismissed as crude and 
unrefined, but also, with the current energy crisis and environmental needs, who 
highlight its importance in current design. (Holm, 2006) 
The building knowledge in vernacular architecture is often transported by local 
traditions and is thus based largely - but not only - upon knowledge achieved by trial 
and error and handed down through the generations, which is in contrast to the 
geometrical and physical calculations that underlie architecture planned by architects. 
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1.2 Problem Statement 
1.2.1 Problem Identification 
This project attempts to use the Green Building Index (GBI) Malaysia to try to 
assess the vernacular housing type in Malaysia and compare it against the modem 
housing type in Malaysia. This is done by doing a qualitative survey using the GBI 
Assessment Criteria for Residential New Construction (RNC). The project aims to 
study whether our modem housing is Malaysia is better scoring in the Green 
Building Index (GBI) Malaysia against the vernacular housing type of Malaysia. 
1.2.2 Significance of Project 
The significance of this project is to find out whether our modem housing post a 
much higher scores than the vernacular housing of the past. As the vernacular 
housing is an old building, the project is done to find out, while using the Green 
Building index (GBI) Malaysia, whether it is a green building, and using this result 
to compare it with modern housing of Malaysia. 
1.3 Objectives and Scope of Study 
1.3.1 Objectives 
The objectives of the project are as follows: 
" To study the criteria feasibility of the Green Building Index (GBI) Malaysia 
Assessment Criteria for Residential New Construction (RNC). 
" To apply the Green Building Index (GBI) Malaysia Assessment Criteria for 
Residential New Construction (RNC) on vernacular and modern housing 
types in Malaysia. 
To assess and compare the results between vernacular and modem housing 
types to finding which scores higher. 
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1.3.2 Scope of Project 
The scope of the project is to assess vernacular and modern housing type in Malaysia 
with Green Building Index (GBI) Malaysia Assessment Criteria for Residential New 
Construction (RNC). After the assessment, the results will be analyzed and 
compared with each other to find out which housing is greener in terms of scoring in 
which its design does not cause more harm towards the environment. 
1.3.3 Project Feasibility 
This project will be carried out over two academic semesters. The main activities 
have been forecasted with a margin of planning error, which has also been included 
into the schedule. After analyze and study the schedule planning, the project is found 




2.1 Vernacular Construction in Malaysia 
Figure 1: A Traditional Malay House 
Carly Malay houses are build on timber stilts and made of materials which were 
easily available from the tropical forests around the location of the house, such as 
timber, bamboo, rattan, tree roots and leaves. Usually it will have pitched roofs, 
verandahs or porches in the front, high ceilings and lots of big openings for 
ventilation purposes. Although much of the characteristics are the same for all the 
Malay houses, there are some differences also that vary from state to state. (Assoc. 
Prof. Dr. A. Ghafar Ahmad, 2009) 
The Malay architecture has been influenced by various cultures throughout the 
decades, such as, Indonesian Bugis, Riau and Java from the South; Siamese, British, 
Arab and Indian from the North; Portuguese, Dutch, Acheh, Minangkabau from the 
West; and Southern Chinese from the East. Due to this fact, the Malay vernacular 
architecture is influenced by these cultures and their architectures are also modified 
to suit the different cultures. 
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Factors that govern the styles of the Malay vernacular architecture: 
" Climate 
Malaysia is situated in the central part of the Southeast Asia, with it bordered by 
Thailand in the north and Singapore in the south. It is bordered by longitudes 100 
degrees and 120 degrees east; and by Latitudes of the Equator and 7 degrees North. 
The country is sunny, hot and humid all year round with temperatures range from 
25 °C to 36 °C. It has an annual rainfall from 80" to 100". Due to heavy monsoon 
rains, the roofs of the Malay vernacular houses are very steep so as to make sure the 
water does not seep inside the house. In some places, particularly low lying areas, 
flooding occurs after heavy rain falls. To solve this problem, some houses have used 
timber stilts to elevate the building above the ground level so that it is much higher 
that the flood level. For ventilation purposes, the houses have large openings on the 
sides and grilles are provided at high level in gable ends. Houses raised on stilts are 
provided with better natural ventilation as it is higher. 
" Material Resources 
Since Malaysia has a tropical climate, building materials such as timber, rattan, tree 
roots, bamboo and leaves are easily available and abundant from the tropical forests. 
In a traditional Malay house, timber is used for the building structures, rattan and 
tree roots are used for tieing up joints whereas bamboo and leaves are used for floors 
and walls. 
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" Malay way of Life (Culture & Religion) 
In the Malay culture, to reflect its owners' high status, most houses and palaces are 
highly hand crafted and beautifully patterned and decorated. The Malays, as a 
Muslim, have also adopted the Islamic principle orientation of mosque, particularly 
the prayer halls as it has to be designed and faced towards Mecca. Traditional Malay 
houses also uses different floor levels to indicate different functions of the rooms. 
For instance, the verandah floor is raised lower than the living room floor. This is not 
only indicating the room functions but also giving a sense of spatial transition in the 
building. 
" Foreign Influence 
The colonization by the Portuguese, Dutch and British also influence the architecture 
of the Malay houses to the new technologies brought in by the foreigners. Examples 
of the roof made of leaves are replaced with zinc and clay tiles; timber stilts and 
ladder are replaced by brick and cement columns; glass for windows which are 
usually open; and nails used to tie the joints together, replacing rattan and tree roots. 
An example where one can see these features are at the Alor Setar's Balai Besar or 
Audience Hall in Kedah. It was built in 1898. It has clay tile roofs, brick and cement 
stairs, glass windows with brick and timber walls. Thorough these changes, the 
process of adopting new technologies to ancient architecture are not entirely a new 
idea. Malay Architecture has been modified by technological and cultural changes 
for centuries. 
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2.2 Green Building Index (GB1) Malaysia 
Green Building Index (GBI) is an environmental rating system for buildings 
developed by PAM (Pertubuhan Arkitek Malaysia / Malaysian Institute of Architects) 
and ACEM (the Association of Consulting Engineers Malaysia). The Green Building 
Index is Malaysia's first comprehensive rating system and is used for evaluating the 
environmental design and performance of Malaysian buildings based on the six (6) 
main criteria's, which are Energy Efficiency, Indoor Environment Quality, 
Sustainable Site Planning & Management, Materials & Resources, Water Efficiency, 
and Innovation. The GBI is developed specifically for the Malaysian tropical 
weather, environmental and developmental context, cultural and social needs. The 
GBI initiative aims to assist the building industry in its march towards sustainable 
development. (GBI RNC Assessment Tools., June 2009) 
The GBI environmental rating system is created to: 
" Define green buildings by establishing a common language and standard of 
measurement; 
" Promote integrated, whole-building design; 
" Recognize and reward environmental leadership; 
" Transform the built environment to reduce its environmental impact; and 
" Ensure new buildings remain relevant in the future and existing buildings are 
refurbished and upgraded properly to remain relevant. 
There are others environmental assessment tools available outside of Malaysia such 
as Building Research Establishment Environmental Assessment Method 
(BREEAM, UK), Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED, USA), 
Green Building Assessment Tool (GBTooI, Canada and other), and Comprehensive 
Assessment System for Building Environmental Efficiency (CASBEE, Japan). These 
environmental tools are not suitable l'or Malaysia as these tools are design for 
temperate climate zones. The only other assessment tools which are in the tropical 
zone are Building and Construction Authority GREENMARK (BCA 
GREENMARK, Singapore). The main difference in these environmental tools is that 
it differs in its priorities when it comes to its scoring criteria, and it also suited to the 
country development and existing resources. 
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2.3 Vernacular Architecture through CAS13EE 
These studies are done by Shuzo MURAKAMI and Toshiharu IKAGA using the 
CASBEE system for vernacular architecture throughout the world. These 
architecture include Igloo from Canada, compound housing in Cameroon. Kasbah in 
Morocco, house with a wind catcher in Iran, stilt house in Malaysia, cave dwelling 
and modern "Turkish home in Turkey, stilt house in Indonesia, and modem 
residential building in Hanoi. (Murakami and lkaga, 2008) 
Studies are done by assessing and scoring each of the architecture using CASBEE 
for Home Assessment Tools. Results showed vernacular housing to be either equal 
to or superior to modem housing in terms of environmental efficiency when both 
environmental load and environmental quality are taken into account. Vernacular 
architecture employs passive technology that was developed for such purposes as 
safety, hygiene, or comfort using the limited technical resources available in the days 
before modem technology existed. The way in which vernacular architecture and 
lifestyles defined by such architectures make effective use of passive design adapted 
to local climate and other conditions in cold and hot, and and humid regions provide 
valuable hints for environmental design that offers great possibilities for improving 
architectural sustainability. 
As these studies is in similar vein in what the author is trying to achieve in his 
project, the author is also trying to prove in that vernacular architecture is much 
more environmental friendly than modem housing type and will actually score 
higher in GBI scoring also. 
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2.4 Achieving Thermal Comfort in Malaysian Building 
This seminar talks about bioclimatic design in which it can be conceptualized as 
building design that utilizes a range of biophysical elements that are drawn from the 
ecosphere - heat, light, landscape, air, rain and materials. (Sabarinah, Zaini, 2007) 
Current themes on a range of such issues are: 
" Climate type and requirements 
" Adaptive thermal comfort 
" Vernacular and contextual solutions 
" Tools and assessment methods 
" Microclimate: sun path, wind and rain 
" Working with the elements, such as passive and active systems 
" Development of a responsive form 
The needs for bioclimatic design are: 
" The rate of' change in the level of climate variability and modification is 
increasing, requiring human adaptation to a rapidly warming world. 
" The fundamental means to this adaptation is the adoption of more effective, 
and widely used, methods for passively cooling buildings. 
" AC systems are increasingly seen as part of the climate change problem, as 
well as its solution. Not only is the rising cost of energy a problem, but the 
energy used to run these system is a major contributor to greenhouse gas 
emissions. 
" It is imperative to create a new `cool vernacular' building approach, which 
matches human and environmental needs. 
From these, it takes example of Kuala Lumpur as the Malaysian climate for these 
studies. And it establishes that hot humid climates are distinguished by 2 features 
which are the climate is uncomfortable and is the most difficult to ameliorate by 
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passive design, and many of the countries in the hot humid region are developing 
countries. 
The ways to solve this are by looking at the design of vernacular urban shop houses. 
Strategic solution are by keeping out direct sunshine and heat, maximize natural 
ventilation, use orientation to best effect, roofs should be pitched to facilitate water 




3.1 Procedure Identification 
In order to complete this project successfully, a systematic and structural project 
methodology in crucial. Thus, a thorough discussion been held with the supervisor to 
address this issue. When deciding on the project title, a brief study on the project title 
been held. This is to get a general/rough idea on the study area of this title. Upon 
completion on this study, a thorough literature survey thru all the available sources 
such as internet, online or printed journals, reference books and discussion with the 
supervisor. This definitely gives a deeper and more profound understanding on the 
topic. As the project progress, more literature reviews and discussion will be held to 
address all the arising problems. The project methodology can be generally divided 
into two main parts which for the first semester and the second semester. The 
literature review, gathering information, research and deciding on locations of 
assessment are the main target for the first semester, and the analysis of assessment 
and compiling of information are set for the second semester. 
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3.1.1 Flowchart of Methodology 
I 
Literature Review on Gill 
and vernacular housing 
Study oftcasibility of GBI 
Assessment Criteria for 
applies 
Searching of possible 
vernacular housing locations 
for applying the GBI 
Apply G BI Assessment 
Criteria on vernacular 
housing .2 
e 
Assess and compare the 





3.1.2 The Literature Review 
The literature review involves discussing on vernacular architecture in Malaysia as 
this is the type of building that will be included in the study as to find a much deeper 
understanding on the vernacular architecture in Malaysia and its characteristics. 
Also in the literature review is the information regarding Green Building Index (GBI) 
Malaysia and its similar assessment tools across the world. Also reviewed is the 
difference between GBI and its counterpart, although not in depth. 
CASBEE has done a similar project as to this survey but it involves vernacular 
architecture across the world. The project is done by using CASBEE Home and its 
discuss the advantages of using vernacular architecture design in modern design. 
Another reviewed is a survey of achieving thermal comfort in Malaysia building. 
This study was done as to find out better ways to improve Malaysia building design. 
This also studies on the effect of materials on thermal building comfort. 
3.2 Tools and Equipment 
The assessment process of survey requires usage of Green Building Index (GBI) 
Assessment Criteria for Residential New Construction (RNC). Equipment to use are 
an anemometer (for measuring wind speed), a humidity meter (for measuring 
humidity of the air), a digital thermometer, a sound level meter (for measuring the 
sound insulation between rooms), and a measuring tape. 
3.3 Gantt Chart 
The Gantt Chart for this project is included in the Appendix. 
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3.4 Chosen Site 
As the assessment process needed vernacular housing to be assesses, the author has 
chosen 4 buildings that are applicable to the project so that it can be assess. The 
buildings are: 
i. Tun Mahathir Mohamad Birth House (Traditional Malay I-louse) 
ii. Syed Al Attas Mansion (Mansion) 
iii. Alif Cafe Restaurant (Shophouse) 
iv. Modern Terrace I-louse 
As all of the buildings are of different types, the author thinks that this will make the 
scoring be much varied between the buildings. 
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3.5 Building Profile 
3.5.1 Tun Mahathir Mohamad Birth House 
On 20`h December 1925, Tun Dr. Mahathir Mohammad, the 4`h Prime 
Minister of Malaysia was born in this house at No. 18, Lorong Kilang Ais, 
Alor Star, Kedah. This wooden house with the attap roof is bought by his 
father Mohamad Bin Iskandar from a person who wants to get his son 
married. This house is built in 1900. (Arkib Negara Malaysia, April 2010) 
At the time of the purchase, the house was not painted and had no balcony or 
staircase in front. After several years, a renovation was carried out and the 
front portion was built. The house was also painted. 
The house has only one room and has no electricity. Its floor was made of 
wood and its ceiling of white cloth. 
Figure 2: Tun Mahathir Mohamad Birth House 
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Figure 3: The interior of Tun Mahathir Mohamad Birth House 
Figure 4: Satellite picture o1"l un Mahathir Mohamad Birth l louse with aI kin radius 
ring 
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3.5.2 Syed Al Attas Mansion 
The mansion was named after its owner, Syed Mohamad Al Attas, a spice 
trader of Arab-Malay mix from Acheh. He was a well-to-do philanthropist 
and one of the prominent leaders in the 19th century Penang Malay-Muslim 
community. As his family moved away in the 1930s, the mansion began to 
lose its luster. It was becoming dilapidated in the 1960s and was once even 
used by the Indian Chettiar community as a recycling center. (Penang Islamic 
Museum, April 2010) 
Recognizing the historical value of the building, the Penang Heritage Center 
came to the rescue in 1995 to prevent further degradation. Its intervention 
could not have come at a better time as the building was once almost 
demolished to make way for a road construction project. 
A full restoration work was carried out in 1996 with the funding from the 
Federal Government. Much needed technical assistance came by the way of 
Didier Repellin, the Chief Architect of Historical Monuments, Lyon, France. 
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Figure 5: Syed Al Attas Mansion 
Figure 6: Satellite picture of Syed Al Attas Mansion with a1 km radius ring 
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3.5.3 Alif Cafe Restaurant 
The building is located in the town of Gopeng and is from the time of pre- 
war shophouse. It is located along the main road in the town of Gopeng and 
is nearby to the Gopeng bus station. The building is now used as a restaurant. 
This building is a2 storey building and it has a floor area of 150m2. The 
materials used for this building are mostly bricks and mortar. The front part 
of the building is used as the dining area while at the back is the kitchen. The 
upper floors are used by the occupants as their living space. 
Figure 7: Alif Cafe Restaurant 
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Figure 8: Satellite Picture of Alif Cafe Restaurant with a1 km radius ring 
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3.5.4 Modern Terrace House 
The house is a one storey modem terrace house. It is located at Taman 
Siputeh Permai, Siputeh. As this is a new building, it is assumed that the 
neighborhood, in which the house is situated in, is built around 5-10 years 
ago. This house is a single storey house, which is build with concrete 
columns, beams and slabs. The house has a floor area of 60m2. 
Figure 9: Modern Terrace House 
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Figure 10: Satellite picture of the Modem Terrace House with a1 km radius ring 
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3.6 Scoring Moderation 
As this is also a study of the criteria feasibility, the scoring of the assessment tools 
are also moderated. Some of the criteria can be measured, while some of them can 
only be observed to score them. But there are some criteria, which cannot be scored 
either by measuring or observing. As a result of that, some criteria will be omitted 
from the assessment. The marks also will be adjusted to reflect this moderation. The 
full mark for the assessment is 100 points. After the moderation, it is found that the 
maximum marks that can be scored are only 70 points. 




RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
4.1 Results 
From the assessment that has been done at the site by using Green Building Index 
(GBI) Assessment Criteria for Residential New Construction (RNC), the results are 
then tabulated and are displayed below in the table and the graph: - 
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Type Temp Humidity EE EQ SM MR WE IN TOTAL 
Inside Outside Difference Inside Outside Difference 20 8 30 3 10 5 76 
Tun Mahathir 
Mohamad 
Birth House 33.3°C 37.5°C 4.2°C 59.8% 54.5% 5.30% 13 6 26 2 0 4 51 
Syed Al Attas 
Mansion 31.1°C 33.0°C 1.9°C 59.4% 56.5% 2.90% 13 5 27 2 1 2 50 
Alif Cafe 




33.3°C 34.4°C 1.1°C 76.3% 73.5% 3.30% 15 3 7 1 0 0 26 
Mean 13.50 4.50 17.00 1.50 0.25 2.00 
Mean(Vernacular) 30.33 11.00 49.00 3.67 1.00 5.33 
Max 15 6 25 2 1 4 
Min 13 3 7 1 0 0 
Legends: 
EE - Energy Efficiency 
EQ - Indoor Environmental Quality 
> SM - Sustainable Site Planning & Management 
MR - Materials & Resources 
> WE - Water Efficiency 
¢ IN - Innovation 
Table 1: Scores for the building using GBI (M) Assessment Criteria for Residential New Construction 
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Syed Al Attas 
Mansion 
Names of Buildings Assess 
Figure 11: Graphical representation of the scoring 




The purpose of the project is to find out which of the building type, vernacular or 
modern housing, will score higher if the GBI (M) Assessment Criteria for 
Residential New Construction was used. As a way to measure if either the building 
will pass the assessment or not, GBI (M) has already provided its own rating tier in 
which a building score will be measured against and be given the respective rating. 
Below are the GBI ratings as found inside the manual. 





Table 2: GBI Rating Classification 
As the project did not use the full allocation of marks, which is 100 points, in which 
the project only uses 76 points, the GBI rating are modified to fit the requirement of 
the project. And also as the only purpose of this project as to find out which building 
scores higher, the only rating that is found suited to be used is the Certified rating. 
To suit it to the modified scoring as the total scores are much lower, it is found it is 
much suitable to change the scoring to 38 points, 5O? of the total points. 
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4.2.1 Tun Mahathir Mohamad Birth House 
From the results above, it shows that this building scores the highest amongst 
the other buildings. This shows that the traditional Malay house which was 
built a long time ago is environmentally friendly. 
Of the entire assessment category, it scores the highest in Indoor 
Environmental Quality and the Innovation. As this is a Malay vernacular 
house, it has many windows and it is also raised on stilts. These may cause 
air to circulate more inside the house and also under the house. It is also 
found to be innovative as it is small and beautiful, uses passive cooling as the 
roof is much higher than normal houses and it also doesn't have a ceiling. It 
is also now used as a museum. 
This building also shows the most difTerence between outside and inside 
temperature and relative humidity. 
4.2.2 Sycd Al Attas Mansion 
From the results above, it shows that this building scores the second highest 
among the building types. Its scores are almost similar to Tun Mahathir 
Mohamad Birth I-louse. 
The only difference is that it scores in Water Efficiency and scores higher in 
Sustainable Site Planning & Management. It scores in Water Efrciency, 
where other building types failed, is that it uses water efficient fittings to 
control the volume of water used. 
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4.2.3 Alif Cafe Restaurant 
For this building, it scores the third amongst the buildings that were being 
assessed. It scores better in Energy Efficiency and Sustainable Site planning 
& Management. 
The score of Energy Efficiency is better because its scores on OTTV and 
ETTV which carries a lot of marks for Energy Efficiency. Most of the other 
buildings, according to the calculations done by the author, scores admirably 
in Energy Efficiency. It also scores better in Sustainable Site Planning & 
Management because it is situated in the middle of the town, and thus, 
making it much nearer to basic amenities and services. 
4.2.4 Modern Terrace House 
For the modern terrace house, we can observe that it scores the highest for 
Energy Efficiency. While this seem improbable, it could be possible. It 
excels than the other buildings because of the area of assessment of home 
off ice and connectivity. As it is a modem house, it could be said that it is 
built with the idea of home office in mind, with a high speed internet access 
available. 
It scores the lowest marks in all of the other criteria being assessed. This 
supports the author's objective in finding out that vernacular architecture 
scores higher than modern housing. 
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As the discussions of the individual buildings assessed are done, it is found that the 
relative humidity and the temperature taken at the building site, outside and inside, 
also vary between buildings. The highest difference is at the Tun Mahathir Mohamad 
Birth House, which shows a remarkable 4.2°C, followed by Syed Al Attas Mansion 
at 1.9°C, Alif Cafe Restaurant at 1.2°C, and finally the modern terrace house at 
1.1°C. The difgerences of relative humidity between the buildings are also big with 
5.3% for Tun Mahathir Mohamad Birth House, 2.9% for Syed Al Attas Mansion, 0.8% 
for Alif Cafe Restaurant, and then the modern terrace house at 3.3%. 
This shows that temperature and relative humidity also plays a part in assessing 
which house is better as it shows that Tun Mahathir Mohamad Birth House shows 
the largest difference in temperature and relative humidity. 
For the calculation of OTTV, in which it is included in the Appendix, in which it 
shows that all the buildings posted very good scores, it can be because some of the 
buildings are connected to another building, thus removing a facade of the wall from 
calculation, which leads to lower O'l`TV value. 
In the part of suitable site planning and management, the higher scores tends to be 
buildings which are located in the middle of city centers, this will make it much 
more nearer to basic amenities for people living in those houses to live. 
While for the part of water efficiency, it is found that most of the buildings are not 
yet equipped with technology to make it much more water efficient. That is why 
most of the buildings scored zero for this part. 
If using the modified GBI rating, the author has found that all vernacular buildings 




CONCLUSION & RECOMMENDATION 
5.1 Conclusion 
For the conclusion of this project, it is found that the objective of the project was 
completed successfully. The first was to study the criteria feasibility of Green 
Building Index (M) Assessment Criteria for Residential New Construction was 
feasible to be used for this project. This objective was completed successfully. The 
second objective is to assess vernacular and modem housing while using the 
assessment tools. This objective also has been performed successfully. The final one 
is to assess and compare the results between the vernacular and modern housing to 
find out which one scores higher. This objective has also been completed as the 
results have shown vernacular housing scores higher than modern housing. Which 
means the vernacular housing are more environmentally friendly than modem 
terrace house. 
5.2 Recommendation 
The author would like to place some recommendations on how this project can be 
improved in the future. The recommendations are: 
" Moderations are needed if this assessment tools are going to be used for 
assessing existing buildings. As in its form right now, it is more towards 
assessing new construction. 
" Create a new assessment tools which are already tailored for the Existing 
Residential Buildings 
" More emphasis should also be put on the comfort of occupants. There is only 
one criterion under Indoor Environmental Quality which measures the 




6.1 Economic Benefits 
Economic benefits of building buildings up to the standard of GBI (M) are what the 
future of construction industry in Malaysia is heading towards. As these research 
have shown, vernacular buildings scores a much higher scoring if compared to 
normal, or modem building. 
Thus, an economic benefit is that the modem developer or contractor can adopt some 
building techniques and design of vernacular building into their modem buildings. 
This will increase the scoring of the modern buildings and also make it more 
environmental friendly, which most people right now are more aware. 
Another economic benefit from this research is that this will introduce GBI (M) to 
the contractors and developers by stating that what they are trying to do will improve 
the efficiency of the buildings that are being built. These will become a selling point 
for them in trying to sell the buildings to the customers. 
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Timeline for Final Year Project II 
No Detail/Week 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 MSB 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
1 Resuming work from FYP 1 
2 Progress Report II 
Preparing Report 
Submitting Report 
3 Field Work 




Preparing Soft Bound 
I Handing in Soft Bound 





MSB Mid Semester Break 
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Green Building Index 
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The Green Building Index (GBI) is developed by PAM and ACEM for the purposes as mentioned herein 
and may be subject to updating and/or modification in future. 
While every care has been taken by PAM and ACEM in the development of the GBI to establish and 
acknowledge copyright of the information and materials used, and contact the copyright owners known 
to PAM/ACEM, PAM and ACEM tender their apologies for any accidental omissions. 
Green Building Index and GBI is a copyright of Greenbuildingindex Sdn Bhd (in short "GSB") in which GSB 
reserves all rights. GSB is the custodian of all rights of PAM and ACEM in the GBI. No part of the GBI may 
be used, modified, reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or transmitted in any form, or by any means, 
electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise, without the prior written permission of GSB. 
DISCLAIMERS 
PAM and/or ACEM and/or GSB shall not be held liable for any improper or incorrect use of the GBI 
(inclusive of the materials and/or information contained therein) and assume no responsibility for any user's 
use of it. In no event shall PAM and/or ACEM and/or GSB be liable for any damages whatsoever, whether 
direct, indirect. incidental, special, exemplary or consequential (including, but not limited to business 
interruption or loss of use, data or profits) regardless of cause, and on any basis of liability, whether in 
contract, strict liability or tort (including negligence, misrepresentation or otherwise) arising in any way out 
of the use of the GBI or the information and materials contained therein. 
The information and materials in the GBI are provided as is" and without warranties of any kind 
expressed or implied. PAM, ACEM and GSB do not warrant or make representations as to the accuracy 
and completeness of any information and/or materials contained therein. While every effort has been 
made to check the accuracy and completeness of the information and materials given, the users should 
always make their own relevant checks. Accordingly, PAM, ACEM and GSB do not accept responsibility 
and liability for misstatements made in it or misunderstanding from it. 
The GBI is no substitute for professional advice. Users are advised to consult with appropriate and 
accredited professional advisors for advice concerning specific matters pertaining to the GBI before 
adopting or using it. PAM. ACEM and GSB disclaim any responsibility for positions taken by users in their 
individual cases or for any misunderstandings and losses, direct or indirectly, on the part of the users. 
PAM, ACEM and GSB do not endorse or otherwise acknowledge the GBI rating achieved by the use of 
the GBI. PAM, ACEM and GSB offer a formal certification process for ratings; which service provides 
for independent third party review of points claimed to ensure that all credits can be demonstrated to 
be achieved by the provision of the necessary documentary evidence. Use of the GBI without formal 
certification by GSB does not entitle the user or any other party to promote the achieved GBI rating. 
INDEMNIFICATION 
To the extent permitted by applicable law, by using GSBs GBI. the user agrees to defend, indemnify, 
and hold harmless, PAM and/or ACEM and/or GSB, their officers, employees, members, representatives 
and agents from and against all claims and expenses of whatsoever kind and amount, arising out of the 
user's use of the GBI or materials and information contained therein and not to pursue any cause of action 
whatsoever against PAM and/or ACEM and/or GSB under any conceivable circumstances. 
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WHAT IS THE GREEN BUILDING INDEX (GBI)? 
The Green Building index is an environmental rating system for buildings developed by PAM 
(Pertubuhan Arkitek Malaysia / Malaysian Institute of Architects) and ACEM (the Association of Consulting Engineers Malaysia). The Green Building Index is Malaysia's first comprehensive rating 
system for evaluating the environmental design and performance of Malaysian buildings based on 
the six (6) main criterias of Energy Efficiency, Indoor Environment Quality, Sustainable Site Planning 
& Management, Materials & Resources, Water Efficiency, and Innovation. 
The Green Building Index is developed specifically for the Malaysian tropical weather, environmental 
and developmental context, cultural and social needs. 
The GBI initiative aims to assist the building industry in its march towards sustainable development. 
The GBI environmental rating system is created to: 
" Define green buildings by establishing i common L nguage and standard of 
measurement; 
" Promote integrated, whole-building design; 
" Recognise and reward environmental leadership; 
" Transform the built environment to reduce its environmental impact; and 
" Ensure new buildings remain relevant in the future and existing buildings are 
refurbished and upgraded properly to remain relevant. 
WHO CAN USE THE GREEN BUILDING INDEX? 
GSB encourages all members of Project Teams, Building owners, Developers and other interested 
parties (including Contractors, Government and Design & Build Contractors) to use the Green Building 
Index to validate environmental initiatives at the design phase of new construction or base building 
refurbishment; or construction and procurement phase of buildings. Use of the Green Building Index 
is encouraged on all such projects to assess and improve their environmental attributes. 
Use of the Green Building index tool without formal certification by an independent accredited GBI 
Certifier does not entitle the user or any other party to promote the Green Building Index rating 
achieved. No fee is payable to GSB for such use, however formal recognition of the Green Building 
Index rating - and the right to promote same - requires undertaking the formal certification process 
offered by Greenbuildingindex Sdn Bhd. 
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-- ---- 
3 
EE2 Renewable Energy 5 
EE3 Advanced EE Performance based on OTTV & RTTV 10 23 
EE4 Home Office & Connectivity 2 
EES Sýsta; nahl, Wlaintur. - c-- 3 
EQ INDOOR ENVIRONMENTAL QUAUTY 
Air Quality, Lig hting, Visual & Acoustic Comfort 
ECJ1 Minimum IAQ Pertormance 2 
E02 Dayhghting 2 
2 
E03 Sound Insulation 2 
E04 Good Quality Construction 1 11 
E05 Volatile Organic Compounds 1 
E06 Formaldehyde Minimisation 1 
Verifica ion 
E07 Post occupancy Evaluation Verification 2 
SM SUSTAINABLE SITE PLANNING & MANAGEMENT 
Site Planning & Transport 
SM1 Ste Selection 1 
SM2 Public Transportation Access 12 
SM3 Community Services & Connectivity 8 
SM4 Open Spaces, Landscaping & Heat Island Effect 4 
3 
Site & Construction Management 39 
SM5 Construction System & Site Management 3 
SM6 Stormwater Management 3 
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MATERIALS & RESOURCES 
Reused & Recycled Materials 
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MR3 Construction Waste Management 2 
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ýrll I.. w J' J u'1nk. AS : mrl (x-x, yJrils Vhrtl, ihý). alr. (: "ul. a, nJ (V(X. )'xrr, "nt tý r: (mP! 'y wab rfuil, rurxns si.,. cdn-d n 
knunelr, nsl IabelLny xhrnwx "oc(x)nls, xl or, (; UI 
0.5 point is awarded for -b of thee foGowing up to a maaimom of t point: 
1 
I. LnWVCX. paln: a: xl(('atrral 
., I'rvl V(x. ". nq,. (i ur IS. 'nnýl 
3 Lire `/O'' aihlryu"r' en'i v: rlant Olenn nri! w: an"c ansi'a, alarr. ; rw, tl. 
E06 FORMALDEHYDE MINIMISATION 
Nvdexu tlx, es[xiv, ýn uf (x, uic, nnrs tn fn. 'ial(i1ýry, t(. " aiwJ I>ronxoNr; (ow rxl(x; r air yualiy in tM: INrI, sf, aua. I'rudur: ts with rn 
eJd. d , rr. a bm(al. i, "hy. w ar, .., in, usrrd 
0.5 point Is awarded for each of the following up to a maximum of i point: 
I lioq, raR. "wrr, J. u, d. vpdd, "erprralnitxJ, daxYln". parta. L'lruRJ, mu, k(lm(kmshylbeik<irrlhuff)! ), plywus". 1, 
wAloatiward, slrawMani, tutre. I 1ut, aratin aý, u Jo(+(ores: 
yI anln, Jiwr) : rv, es.,, ", 1. a': J 1", l. Irir. alo rr, src ai'd 
Jugr J1g, 1111 r, iml,.. sRc vexxf aid u, )rifll.. "1 x"iubh, rs 






POST OCCUPANCY EVALUATION: VERIFICATION 
----------------- _ --_ -----_ ý - 
P'ovk! u fn tha -for. x of %--I. hurkhr) c>Larxln: l nv, x 10W 
------ 
- 1 
< ""er IO Inp, lUrrx"rR a Ferst rxc'J! par, (. y tlpv(; rXt s, rvoy of b, dküny o(r. upans Wfttan a fx"no(i of 12 rnoýth", after oct'lpa'xy. 
I his survny Sha, IJ collect aomyr, wu, mspcnsns about thorrtal ur, liry. t, vil; ul cc"dort arid aco; lxic cankxt in a talikielg ihis 
S1xAdJ Y" Iluk, M asKffllwnl 4d 4Ytlr: U) S. llixlWl'1( w, Jl thennal, visual . xNl . 1(Yalxllr: Fsn11o1r1tJ/K(1 and 1dlYIl1I1 ýt1G1 ()1 idlYlnlal- 
vis, xalnMtod and acoustic retatod proubnw 
ý-- 
2 
(lrr": ""I( s. A I. lln I(A l(, Irr`-IIlir A', trull 1} duo ttll'n'y 1, slltx InJkaa' tllal mine it,,,,, ? t/i. ,J la'}lp. art< dn" Jr, tJl, dl, sf xntil tutu 
i.., -f! 1'-, ý, " ý. , r"L: ý , , r. lu' ri41, rI1'I:: , n... is"r: "ý'rif"; vrnt, rY: C'^ n rAlvh'Nt"I". yl: ["'^ýk: -en'nas. 
- -- --- 
1 
INDOOR ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY (EQ) TOTAL 
- -- ------------ ---------------- 
11 
ý wti ý ,Iný. " vý I n, vý fitA 1 vNE: O. % tna rr8r r kNý::: qý. vG: NUeX SDV BMO ßs, w, 6 `f 
GREEN BUILDING INDEX ASSESSMENT CRITERIA FOR RNC 
SUSTAINABLE SITE PLANNING & MANAGEMENT (SM) 
3 SITE PLANNING &I RANSPORI I SITES CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT 
39 POINTS 
DETAIL MAx 
I TEM AREA OF ASSESSMENT I SCORE 
POINTS POINTS 
SITE PLANNING & TRANSPORT 
SM1 SITE SELECTION & PLANNING 
I'n; ar.. nI c, r. v. d,; Irn, " n1, s Pf;, u rea: fa, are, Cu ant' r naq, l. es hilh the tncellion a 5tnn', Im Pba fe the saga. 
The propo.. d building must comply with the following requirements: 
1 1hn 5truct, 11c Plan for t'I. ) a:. m 1 1 
ANOVOa 
In, A Ilan w)»"o avadabh, 
SM2 
-- 
PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION ACCESS 
- ------------ ------------ 
Lra Mbaflr, tea lu{, a. LOn <d SA Y. r wy, to r, annriort hdln and me planning of nor, housing areas to encourage -ne, of fi-Adw 
tra"15(ron this ns m rvt)ui.! the fur(t: nt and kit'i'u Itist y den W'tewltie ('. n dwate TrafSpu R, wnk. n is! ile 9reatust MT. rIL: Tr)" 1t) 
b(ats) (MS ((nl 16) o,! v-", n 
I'orrts are awuytof) ar(... ii xa to hm., r+, rty of tna devek. (n. ent to put, 6c'ra-ty, (, n t), tbs a! ti t): uln'1 o1 tna access to th(, 12 
tanoxxt huh for new i, ousrnq arna'l t! a, p" rvneon of tr., lpa)rt hubs fry th, r Itou , inr1 ro , cornao with proper shelter. 
arra'nitiss. sh: nt4 fac, lrys and peM1i yt fa.. lha . are ert(un ape Prsntc are awa-boil au a rrInr to : 'w suýSec! I()n cAfeycxtes. 
NOTE. SILICT EITHER SM2A L SM215 OR SM2C & SM20 
Distant. frsm Mass Ttanapori Stabont bm btifdig witlin elan (50% of points i(from Shuttle as Stop) 
SM2A 2111 SIX" 6 
8 
501 /50m 4 
f51m Isnt 2 
Walkway from baking to Mass Transpot Station if lost than 750m from Mau Transport Station 
lÄY1. d/Ill: 2 
cs: Vtatxl wakway 3 




and (nj-ml wntnng . va 
fw snlrtle van or bus in thn nlssdt"nttal 5 k; Ing If rix iu titan 750m from Mass trans(x, rt Station 
Transport T. rnital whhkt the R.. id. (tti d Area with covered seating and waiting area 
for a rnittlntun of 10% of Ilse total number of residentW trite 
SM2C 
--'----- - '-- ---------------------------- - 
k rVt. t'. s 'arr f f, rnM". n all n, s. s;. "r1VI 1 ),,,. nn t'v, i_-., r. trrt, al a'(ia as +s)' SM2A ö6 
Walkway from bilking to Transport Terminal If less than 750m from Transport Terminal. 
Lsodcptnll k"otlath 2 
Coveted varkway 3 
Ca)vpal v(akway tact, n(orp. (, rates pnwnton for the handn. PPal 4 
On 
SM2D Car peek provision neat tO Transport T. rmin& 
Ca., ; anra pn, v, a>n fr at bat 2Rk (:! 11rral r,,, rr, trr u! msidvntieI antes not nr(nr th en 2SOmin, m Vie fx: nioel 4 
4 
OR 
Designated bkyde lame pro" lion in at lent 90% of the MsWentlal wa and a Secured bicycle parking wa in tM 
Transport Terminal for 10% of the total nunb. r of midential It 
_-- 
I'n)vnlon of Oifyrk, Lanus 2 
ANDI'e nnsu, n of liit; yrln Pa'sIn{t Aroa 2 
Corr, uýwKl ai wm Payu >, 
rllnl tIYIKýN IA, YF 7004IWG<M 10 g (, krfNNtl: 'I)-N"NJtX SUN IW1: (34_, 666'4 
GREEN BUILDING INDEX ASSESSMENT CRITERIA FOR RNC 
ITEM AREA OF ASSESSMENT DETAIL MAX SCORE 




COMMUNITY SERVICES & CONNECTIVITY 
- 
L'u. n. rnyn tno ss'Fn. u(m of atcs cknse to basic a: no, tlnr"y amunnius and the planni ý" of rww n'si, iu"rri. d a"I_a: to enctnuayo tsa 
ýi 
, rervr.; nn of 
bcal amen. ar.. I his is m n: (t, r(. r the cumr, n a, d fuuro ttuavy use of ptiveto trensp, nr ehr wcrk; -, g hoWs, «nach is ; he 
t; "nMOat wntnt. rt("r to GNf, enaienion. 
t'n, rts nr, In, nrfeJ nrstxciny in pxoai,,. rty of ttr (iuwk)prrrt"n; to communi. y emonrtles. Points are awer(ioo according to tho 
"ü: lb. (-rn, n u+teyurws 
Ws, ( A uen. tc"I as rued tathw a"u pnw; dod rx arr rwerlaUk, v+rttaa /Son of t? w ruvcw. n". a! uais 
Itwt t poüt A nnn than 730n awy7 SM3A 4 1. (iroutry Sttxu co Min; n. 3'ket 2 RY4tiJ, dnt or Co`feo Sh(iý, 
3 SoreJ or MoYl'Je 4 P1ay(jR: Wi(t or t'; i:, i, c { a"k B 
("Jthnr A:, H; aiin! ". JS kitwi txkw+ am pmvlded (x ere evailebk: wehrt 750m of thn ruside'It; al nnts 
SM3 B 
10.1 ponnr pw Ilwn " wp. r, ri". +t "p te rn. alrn. n or t 1'+"inn L"w 0.3 paten If , nn than 730, --y} ? 
1 CJnn or Mr. aüul Cuntur 2 Floh- Station or Po4w Pmdok 
-f 
3 Srbu, l ca Cuo Jne 4 Stock , 
l'osl Off.. n nr /sTM 
Addt; x, cal Arnenr, aes es listed bolnw aýn pxcw; dW n' a"u iwa, LUlc wr. h,., ISOn of t7, o rnsi(iunnat uah% 
(0' 3 pnten rs. r fr., e" JQuia, al. nt fo to, asia+aw d2 twi, u. Ua 0.7 poinl il pwv p, an 730m, away} SM3C 2 
1 Lrt. "ay 2. Cx, m"narn : Cýrter n" lian 3. Wut Market or Supe: rnari. et 
4 lta, tK" S"rn, S. LnJnny. 
SM4 OPEN SPACES, LANDSCAPING AND HEAT ISLAND EFFECT 
Ut:, ýl. h., n"-+t SIr,. Jkl Ismn" s'+, n14! r+, 
ýi: 
, n"+(i -rn, Ltra: +, *. 1. t'+^r.: y r, K'Jr:, g the wen vncnvn r; liccts c. f ia: a: isla"x±s 
ý -- 
erc, lrui ha'; s(w(xxf nml, s 
----- ----------------------------- 
I"rpvn rlw, (,.,. nonq w,. r, hl. +", ý tc I(Yt, .d hr. al (f vcicu: "H::, " o: ca j 
--- --- - ----------------- ---- 
4 
Plnvhn , nf addr,,,; 'eJ snuda" ln"'s. apiý, o nf rvery ux: ra !: 2 1 point up to a maalmum of 3 points 3 
SITE & CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT 
SM5 CONSTRUCTION SYSTEM & SITE MANAGEMENT 
-- 
Ih"., n,,, t dl`, 'k,. r.,,, 'aýi x1t, nl1r. -, i 
P- k,, rr , tI: ': JSIe^I`undrlxa3tfWllIXIWdSIarp(! t(ilancif, lls, t(nP. kIC" 
tlr: IH, II. rI. Ff of (. (,. 1'. j W, ix. l, afnl'(;: '1 W(. 'kr. -lUJny lnnSY; l(tl(Nl. 
PCSI:, U, ix, ll, ltx. n enxtr c(`"Rtnnlnln ac: n'Ra's Ly [nmRrlllny ilclnntr, a ftY. n waC. n and r;, btrtl, front wnM1(c'3. l-rUate, Snd 
unpk, mrtt n Situ A, netirinr. l'Ln {crall ctvs: r IIRri; n Wtxi(ez asv).: IatM with;, o pm}ýct. 
The plan shell describe the tiwesuree; mplemented to accomplish the following objectives: 
1 I'roput xrornrtx'cfetnon ftr W'Gtr, xtia, vx)rken n the vtr: Cr at Inmd;; My rentm acarvtxxletien rx. srb) 
1 
3 
2 I'mvwnt p(oll. nan ni sro. m sew+u or rec,;; vny s: rtsJnu isy hevr, y pr, oor srptuc task. 
3 Pmvrnt pollisong the w^o; x, d'r, g anon fron, open bumng and prof, er d; sfwýl of domestic westu 
4 I'rOYk; e adatuatn hcalih and nyggrw fet; i, ile9 for va: rkers On S/tJ 
CPx1 I05 sa)n 51Jy,. OR 1 
fli(Ip II1S (tore lnX, 2 
SM6 STORM WATER MANAGEMENT 
Ma: uyi, MaýMU wHt'r iW, nfi t",: rh (invuk. O,. ents RcdlK. e the pollution any stoi rt, water loading of SrC rm r YyStfrR4 f"or taw 
rlumýnpnarrll 
Prti, nr, " Ilin>, I rl'. k If tarn rgrtwatix lor ro, yrýny (vnd df`pn'ndlý' ". r` yI 
J I1 
(1xM>ir`5 In MAMA n, rnlrnJn, nxi: l; nM, ot5 
1 
L. r! MNI'. MASMA r", IJI't`^a r, tý by 30? ', entitled to 2 additional points pre tared 




REDEVELOPMENT OF EXISTING SITES & BROWNFIELD SITES 
Unraura, rye tirv, dopnH"at ni (rrvtm, nx"ntally sermnve a, eas. LncoJragc. rotim('icpnH'n; of tahtk, y s; týt lfm. vani 
I. duLiLtntrx, 14 Itn. avnlH"kl alw and duw. kyvnrca ,n th. " fehaMieanuJ seces 
P. . tc. r>fop, "r. xat of misit. xj vtn or n: forb, sinnr, rrt of uxistiý, g burldng 2 'd 
Pdubllitdtiut nl lxirvr, liekl Siiu3 2 
SMB 
---- 
AVOIDING ENVIROMENTALLY SENSITiVE AREAS 
- 
Avoki dnrvulopnw,, t of inapprcq, rwte sr, ns and '! 6"c c ne enmronmtx, tal impact f^on, rice location nf a budd, ncp on a site. 
Lk, not du«dop trukti:, gs, hardscapa, laul". or pa'cr"y arta: on rxxbons of slte9 that niete: any or. e o; ti, c followi, d cr, ena- 
" Ihm- afpisaharn" Laid Js dnlned by th,. Tows, ar, d Cuntry Plinna, g Act 
" I. url tlut is ipeCdx'JAy ikxlbfH. 1 as habitat Ion any spxrjrs tlu" itimod or . nJanyutrd lists 
" Weh6 30 ", "t-K, of any vnilJrnl, as Ji. "}rwd lry the Sinx: Iwe Plan of dw anss. 
OR wehn sudsaJ( ckstanrs 1hxt, weU: nri: pn, t: riintl in Statu or iocil tw aulatxns, as dofined by local or slate rulu or It,:, 
2 
, whntwvu, IS m(ru Sir; agly, t 
2 
" Prevwsly wiJ. r, wkrp,. nl krrul dust is wid, n 15 mom of a watt-( I, ody, cit4rxrJ at seas, lakc, t, r; wxt, streams and trikwtarirs 
iVi, kJl wp, ptal w c(xtki wp; xxt frsh, n'(. iedtiu, ,xi, JusUwl uvJ. 
" Land winch prior to a rur. ek; n fcx If., prolt: ct was p; rt. l. c parkland, unless land of equal br grunte, vafim as perkLnd is 
accepted n t"ada by tlr, pui)kc lernbw, wr. 
" Land wlid, nt. lass; ik. Jas(JassIV (sIn(gwldsu, 30(Lgrues) 
SM9 BUILDING USER MANUAL 
lkx. u-tným C, nnx, BJd(: rng L-usryn foatnrcr, Rt-atutji. ri hr nw= nlrrn, atr: rl -, I q., '. To smtv, 
1'mvkluUBuiWnyUnrMn: I, IHlwhir,,! r. ru: 'r"riS ., W., a11iar11"fvn1, n. 's1: a.::,..: M"cicw:, y: au, n! 
2 2 
SUSTAINABLE SITE PLANNING & MANAGEMENT (SM) TOTAL 39 
rieci elA rKxv I A)Nr 2twv IvE4S: gh In 10 ^. v,.. vDix sUN n. ýý 3m"cn!, ýt, 
GREEN BUILDING INDEX ASSESSMENT CRITERIA FOR RNC 
MATERIALS & RESOURCES (MR) 4 REUSED AND RECYCLED MATERIALS SUSTAINABLE RESOURCES 
9 POINTS 
------ -------- -- -- -- -- 
T 
I1To 
REUSED AND RECYCLED MATERIALS 
------------------------------------------ MR1 
-------- 
STORAGE & COLLECTION OF RECYCLABLES 
------- - --- ---------- --- ---- - ---- 
1.16tJ1. Ile" n, krr m n.. f I. . l7 " y'r ýýur. - I by'.,, c4. tmdrn 
dwt n haukxl -l '64--"-1 off In Lndfdk and n. ydrry attic 
rrrr",!. rru, y 




U'. I', K; 
IS. 
JI"Ir'(4Ck,: u(NrrKy. W. )Vxi111M, lny, lll:: r(l1. Y'yclelxmt. 
_-____--_-- ---- 
1 
MR2 MATERIALS REUSE AND SELECTION 
- ------------------ -- 
I: rrw ir. nkored :, Y. tr'uh erKi ptu, lr,. t. n ort7cr to ruducu rw. merri fo" virgin nutonah And to rc, c: - wasta, tbrtmny rrdod"eg 
- 
, ", iwct] ASNXUt, at wrth tim urirACtK, n awl lxnrx3sNixgl of virgln tosocxCPs. Imcrrnto bulktlnry dc. ign Jnd rts b! 11kja016: y. 
w+ih cerý JI vledn"e of buikhrog nmtaiAls in rolatrcn wCie nmtxxficd etx, rgy and durabik, y of Oar nlatctnAln in Irnvv Ca"bm 
unv! rt and b. "nnr b"uki, iq V. cycle 
the sahaqed, refllr, mrlecl or Jvnl rna\etUk nucn The Shrt sJne a1J :hý tMh'"leiy MRSirtJ1C] a: k. a5: 1% (1-baSW On CCSyt f! t tlN: 
. Mal nuh ruk K'r LMI prr, ryct. l hc cavei. reF"nfsnai And now b., ikying n»tr'ials u. ucrllrsd we to irr assessad for uco prufm,. '. 1 
2 
Cnrr. errt, durabllrty, Via fr. xtu[i IlYtrulfAC.. u/uM1, unVlromrtWnLl m18nAglxtean; system And whet! llx ibe V'nduCt r. mrn(: IlA1 Anc; / 
o' denkl'xxt for de"daxmblr. In mCIJ(111'111tsaUdlty And LtM n; I: rlber of cyclr. s o"1 : ne Jsaoe fmm, nlJrll I5 cyckY. ) 2 
: IM"ý'mII!., s'IC. Ir as te'r, fYxJry f()"'nwryk Lytn-n. tumfnray a'A'nmG fV fUý M"' Ly{eni, ntC. 
0.5 point (w 1.0% and addltlonal 0.25 point for avery addtiond 0,5% up to a maAlrrwm of 2 points. 
MR3 CONSTRUCTION WASTE MANAGEMENT 
14.1-11 r" Ke. tc, r. tirrr , kd. rit hrm rIn{n. i'll rr IYr. xin :. nd tK: ex. t. rta. e (Ln61'e. t I yJa! >b rm, tr. r'el nwrancoz Lack to 
nduJlactllnrK) p, VCxrss, RrN11'ect "u1Ka0k1 mA-weak to appmprlate snes. 
{rvCyClu A'I(1/0r saivagY at last 50%01 ! lal(latetdouS constnltlgn 
dabris I]ovclerl Al. t i: wi-nem a t. n'lS: rrlctrr; rf waste 
1nJI1J)utmrel pl., that, at a ma1e1a, t11 k6rlllfkrs tIr! Illat.. nak to Ix. r6Wrtr"d ll<Xn o6a1. r.. sat; nd w1r. "tbe"r de"' -t, -4 All bc, 
3. xtr'll nn sRU c; r cA mlrtr)IW 
2 
O: n, r. nly hy mcaurr, y tmel mnrurya c. f was: n c: truck I(Mds nf vrastu d, znotdt 2 
1 point fw 5M and additional 0.75 point for avary additlonal 5% up to a maximlxn of 2 points. 
if projact usas High level of prafiWicition with IBS scora > 70.1 point foe evecy 10%incruse In prafabrtUtýn up to a 
maximum of 2 points. 
SUST AINABLE RESOURCES 
----------- - MR4 
-----_ 
RECYCLED CONTENT MATERIALS 
- 
Inr rr"eso IN'r"u ýc'. h"" t, wk! r: XI fr r. iJ.. -v : hat rnn: rpcrato nxyr. bd mntmrt matnriek. tncveby roduting rnf. acts resJiting frail 
uxhAC}r(rn Ind ptMnl". I. nli nf VlrrlAl nlaturNk. 
11"n nlahtruk with nrr. yclrrf s. Irnont Aucil that thn a, lm dt cost consunwr evcyckul plus oneheH of the pmcnnsumer CorYUnt 1 
:, , tritotl". :a klart 10A " w,: 14rd axl , At) nl tho t41J1 talc, ) of (iW mat6ltak in tiw pNnNS. t Rocyrt:. d l. ixtl, tlt std11 Le rkftl'xt  I 
J,. r: l, triMfe wrtn'nc, Ir, MrnaSxYlAI Otw. tw7Mltm of S; AndartlS U(KUtnen:. 
0.5 point for 10% and 0.25 point for avaty additional 5% up to a maximum of 1 point. 
MRS REGIONAL MATERIALS 
t'h un".,: , f. "nLna: fr b. Jrki, reo rrraterials exl pratcacts that ru artrattacl anti nNnJfact'a"cd wrthr'1 tree tc. r. ic'l. !: rereby 
sJylxlrtlrirr t'en ; Isý, ni ilUi, )'xx, us test: urWS alld ttttuCYlg TllCr (Invt'tlnttrantat Anpact5 resUltPlg irCm transpptltlun 
IIAC blGklirlg rvtrruls rv prod; rcts that haw boon extracted, harsmstod Or re'eovoaxi, AS will as cean; l". 'act'ruc, wrtnin 5! YJkm 
of the pmjact nem tet A mMxnurtl of 20ä (based on eost) of tito tetal nutotiAl value. Modurdcal" t'k--tr, cat and nk, mb, nq 
conKxux: nn shall not t, f inr. hxteci. Only lndaio rrdtmsh trrneerr: atly i'lsteAerl 61"w pnplc, ct. 1 
0.5 point for 20% and 0.25 point for arary additional 5% up to a maximum of 1 point. 
MR6 SUSTAINABLE TIMBER 
t. rrnJ/ACp+omivnmmltaBy mv, nnslbke tarnst managenlont 
Wlunn : 5(m of wowed teased lnalmiek arxt pruriuctt crsed are cerftiaext. 
thýSt "JtJrnpGr, cr45 ur'! uJP l. Vt a'nlwt ilm,: '"nf r'), f"a. mirlJ Jr s1 yarrarJt'::. "a r'c tr., '. ", ". ry 7ýý'+f"I^. 9.4, flT:!: f"). 1 
Jk. c"s. rn. t ff"51.1' f. ; -I" J., M:: . l,. n2 -Is i. r"r 1 r': rt/ f! 1. . '[.. 1 irti. ", ttR. K 1,.. ,, I%ý'": , tJ,. y . 
ly 'f-- 7! 
. ; '6n,.. wirl, I., r"rlSto. wr..::: t. 'rý: -wrc'i, rrJt. L, lr. y:, nfa-iwrCýrn(, r, r, n', %,,... r..: 'Irrrrr: rrtrents. 
Wtlarº tlte project has no timber contant, this credit may be transferred to MR5 
MATERIALS & RESOURCES (MR) TOTAL 
--- --- - --------------------- 
9 
flkti, kill[ RYN I JUNf. 2oD0IvfRSB)N In 11 r, w rNN. c; nN: n? uaix SDI nM: J (3a ýy. p'lr 
GREEN BUILDING INDEX ASSESSMENT CRITERIA FOR RNC 




-- - -------- - -------------- 
AREA OF ASSESSMENT DETAIL MAXýSCpRE 
WATER HARVESTING & RECYCLING 
----- ----- --- WE1 RAINWATER HARVESTING 
---- -------------------- -------- 
t. ýF".., ri A, ttý : M, WAh' tIA'Vl. Stl K1 that WIII llN, c} to I. NIýY.: IO:, 1.1 210i. st)In WJ! E`. ' h: r1S: i" lplK)'1' 
tut-t- harvvalnp that kuck to, 10ti. Ivd), tItI1 In pulal. k, Watur CýoSS. IR11tIYM1, OR 1 
Ita,., wa1. K harvesting that k, arsto > i(Y16 nN}. i-1nr. ailx tet. le wn11,1 c. nns, )nlt)bcvl, OR 2 4 
Rarlwatcr t, arwlstirly that Wads to > 4(y! 6 rtcilKtron in potable wetcr consumptit>t. 01 3 
--- 
It., i-rv. x,. ry. ýý". t,. Kl'! la! kaAs to > S07(. r1. `tt: ICtF)ý1 i1 po: ahla vvater con; "1nN>tinn 
---------------- 
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WE2 WATER RECYCLING 
GKOarapc we; uý r,... y+lrný !,, at will 4NKi to rulac: k, v h ontui)b wat., r cununnp; loný 
lrv., l . a, 
d ra. 1n'i,. 1 S9. w. t hwUl01 I. -him) It, Rx `.! It. a1 k, ptI abll watr! C71SVptt" al, O1 0.5 
ltt,., t nn(l na. ytlr I(ah w. ntl-t, N Iaa(JaKl h) IthtU: iMN, n 1x)t. 4, l0 Ivatcv (un9lnr, tltar, oR 1 2 
heJi 
. K, 
d t. a: ycla 2tr1ft \Va, t. M'Itu1 6J. 1919 to . a. I, a. 1wN, al I-tJt. lt, wAt. x <Vn4Ntip1wl. OR 
1, S 
11ýr It : Ind yd". 'C Watt-", Aar 
Wr: KIaK! tu IvAAt091 91 rKAJI)In Y/JtIV Ua141n, pV). Nl 2 
INCREASED EFFICIENCY 
WE3 WATER EFFICIENT LANDSCAPING 
Ln(t), 
1 ac1ýý tn, " . 1! lY)il (: 
t 
5yti^I:: ý1 : 
ýlaf (1-S M, t 10QJI, n Ito, ilte Or rKt: aN. Water .. "ply 
1r4^l trat IMBI water authority. 
ItwArx" pctabk wmm calsunl. bvr lor lando. Pr" lrr«tntr+, 
by : 50b (e g thrtudh use uI n. Aivr or ack, pti. r pl. nts to 1e<iuca oa 
eI1"anatc imyanrn mtllnnKnlYlt, OR 
1 2 
D--i- (tnlAb}!: W. lt, )! aý a11! (: f Iant}r/A11N) 1^Igatlnrl 
2 
WE4 WATER EFFICIENT FITTINGS 
--------- --- 
I ur, xu, r, In. 41 ,n xr r, I..., I. J. I,. W1.. 1 r v, vMl, p1i. 411hmu"Ih u+. r ")1 ellwrt", N II.. v1uK. 
--'. _-- --- 
Htxhýur aýoual potable wa"rr tXns"xnptiorl by > 12)<1y. 011 
1 
. 
Haluu! amwal potablo wa! ar rw)wmplKn by + 30%, OR 2 4 
Reduce anrvral IKltatau water cwlwntttirn by > 40%, On 3 
RrAUce annual rK, taWc walol censur-.,, mlm by . SRIE 4 
WATER EFFICIENCY (WE) TOTAL 12 
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GREEN BUILDING INDEX ASSESSMENT CRITERIA FOR RNC 
INNOVATION (IN) 6 
INNOVATION INITIATIVES I MAINTENANCE PROGRAM & GREEN BUILDING INDEX FACILITATOR 
6 POINTS 




IN1 INNOVATION IN DESIGN & ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN INITIATIVES 
I`. nvlý" J. 'Sm\ t.. M. 'i a^.. f Iýýf. J. ý(t t"ll` <ý: 1ý'.: '. rY !.: L. l' bwaM1Na! (Kxýlt\ 
S'. 
" 1"accýt..; ýa1 Nl: ý{V Ta'b. ýl bt. t, `T ttM'tK!. Irl"na! 'ýt5 'ht 
tryGIJIý,., uy\ý .: n 
I point for each approved innovetlon and KMronmentd daran initiative up to a rrNa: mUrrl of S po: nta, auch a - 
way,; S 
" Inn)"b! IN` Jtil [)t L. udd4'. (J hMtJ"Ut tn fa\v. oy rml tnc h, akllrvJ 
" t! nnt ru~: f -. yrve. (L. mrYnnvnJ to at br. t I Rl. M't-tbl merpnxl raiuueý): 
" M. ". xt :. vxtu / k. w . nayY -, "W- !", r1 
Wo " n. k. \\ Inn:. k {htl. rd I. Al mnk" u, k, W, 
" (: rveýal wa\tu tnrwaYaýd, "yt. cnl. 
" r'al-ojnty. tuý"1 
IN2 GREEN BUILDING INDEX FACILITATOR (GBIF) 
(. ý.. ý. Liýak:: 1I I t... ". I ar: Gtatu t< ,^ a'w:. `"ra: u-ayc 
tha dasgn. ntngrotný nx;. rnbJ ? o. Grý. yl B. Idöiy I'KSn 'ata: ý 
ltx4. :. rx I f: Mtli. l.. IMX1 ýr\RArti. IN nk Ixl. l\ . a. ý 
l I". \tl... alllan. IIM al h"Ia. 
At k. aa (. n.. INnCINk, . n. 'tk'. 5M'It r.. " Ihn P"'laý! IMn1 L4M tM a C. C. I. ý L{.. d. I. >y IIwI / arlkte! fx. 
i 
INNOVATION (IN) TOTAL 6 
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Appendix C 








Advanced LL Performace 
Based on O"1-FV & RTTV 
Unable to Measure 
Observation or Observed 
Renewable Energy Sustainable Maintenance 
Home Security 
& Connectivity 















3. Sustainable Site Planning & Management 
Measurement Observation 
Unable to Measure 
i or Observed 
Open Spaces, Landscaping 
and I leaf Island cflcct 
Public Transportation 
Access 
Community Services & 
Connectivity 
Re-Development of 




4. Materials & Resources (MR) 
Construction System and 
Site Management 
Building User Manual 
Storm Water Management 
Site Selection & Planning 
F Unable to Measure Measurement Observation or Observed 
Recycled Content Storage & Collection of 
Materials Recycleables 
Regional Materials Materials Reuse & Selection 
Sustainable Timber Construction Waste 
Management 
39 
5. Water Efficiency (WE) 
Measurement Observation 
Unable to Measure 
or Observed 
Rainwater Harvesting Water Recycling 
Water Efficiency 
Landscaping 
Water Efficient Fittings 
6. Innovation 
Measurement Observation 
Innovation in Design &c 
Environmental Design 
Initiatives 
Unable to Measure 
or Observed 







Alif Cafe Restaurant 
Window Shading Thermal 
Facade Solar to U-Value Orientation Coeff 1 Transfer 
Area (A) Absorption Wall Ratio (1- W/m2k Correction (SC=SC1 x value 
ELEVATION m2 
I Constant Factor (a) (WWR) ; WWR) (Uw) Factor(CF) SC2) (OTTV) Ax OTTV 
Za North 225 15 0.4 i 0.08 0.92 0.84 NA NA 4.64 1043.28 
South 0 15 00 0 0.84 - - 0.00 0.00 
zo East 37.5 15 0.4 0.72 0.28 0.84 - - 1.41 52.92 
cJ O 
West 37.5 15 0.4 0.16 0.84 0.84 - - 4.23 158.76 W 
= TOTAL WALL OTTV 15 xax (1-WWR)U 1254.96 
z North 225 6 NA 0.08 NA 6 NA NA 2.88 648.00 
ö South 0 6 - 0 - 6 - - 0 00 0 00 
O0 . . 
z=Z East 37.5 6 - 0.72 - 6 - - 25.92 972.00 OF-3 
West 37.5 6 - 0.16 - 6 - - 5.76 216.00 
TOTAL WINDOW 
OTTV 6x WWR xU 1836.00 
z North 225 194 NA 0.08 NA NA 0.83 0.4 5.15 1159.34 
Q=ý 
South 0 194 - 0 - - 0.85 0 0.00 0.00 äö0 0 _=z East 37.5 194 - 0.16 - - 1.15 0.4 14.28 535.44 
g West 37.5 194 - 0.72 - - 1.14 0.4 63.69 2388.53 o TOTAL SOLAR HEAT 
GAIN 194 x CF x WWR x SC 83.13 4083.31 
OVERALL BUILDING OTTV 300 23.91 7174.27 
Sved Al Attas Mansion 
Window Shading Thermal 
Facade Solar to U-Value Orientation Coeff Transfer 
Area (A) Absorption Wall Ratio (1- W/m2k Correction (SC=SC1 x Value 
ELEVATION m2 Constant Factor (a) (WWR) WWR) (Uw) Factor(CF) SC2) (OTTV) Ax OTTV 
Z0 North 0 15 0 0 0 0 NA NA 0.00 0.00 
3 
South 60 15 0.15 0.23 0.77 2.91 - - 5.04 302.49 
0= 
z East 84 15 0.15 0.10 0.90 2.91 - - 5.89 494.99 o 
Uo 
= West 0 15 0 0 0 0 - - 0.00 0.00 ä 
w = TOTAL WALL OTTV 15 xax (1-WWR)U 797.49 
z North 0 6 NA 0 NA 0 NA NA 0.00 0.00 O =, n 
South 60 6 - 0.23 - 3.39 - - 4.68 280.69 0öö 
z East 84 6 - 0.10 - 3.39 - - 2.03 170.86 OH 
West 0 6 - 0 - 0 - - 0.00 0.00 
TOTAL WINDOW 
OTTV 6xWWRxU 451.55 
z North 0 194 NA 0 NA NA 0.83 0 0.00 0.00 
ä=N 
3 South 60 194 - 0.23 - - 0.85 0.3 11.38 682.69 äO 0 
3 East 84 194 - 0.08 - - 1.15 0.3 5.35 449.77 
West 0 194 - 0 - - 1.14 0 0.00 0.00 ON TOTAL SOLAR HEAT 
GAIN 194 x CF x WWR x SC 16.73 1132.46 
OVERALL BUILDING OTTV 144 16.54 2381.49 
Tun Mahathir Birth House 
Window Shading Thermal 
Facade Solar to U-Value Orientation Coeff Transfer 
Area (A) Absorption Wall Ratio (1- W/m2k Correction (SC=SC1 x Value 
ELEVATION m2 Constant Factor (a) (WWR) WWR) (Uw) Factor(CF) SC2) (OTTV) Ax OTTV 
z North 22.8 15 0.9 0.07 0.93 3.39 NA NA 42.56 970.40 o 
a D 
South 15.3 15 0.15 0.31 0.69 3.39 - - 5.26 80.52 
Z East 46.2 15 0.15 0.15 0.85 3.39 - - 6.48 299.53 0 
UO 
= West 8 55 15 0 15 17 0 0 83 3 39 - - 33 6 353.26 . . . . . . 
= TOTAL WALL OTTV 15 xax (1-WWR)U 1703.72 
z North 22.8 6 NA 0.07 NA 3.39 NA NA 1.42 32.46 O= 'n ö South 15.3 6 - 0.31 - 3.39 - - 6.31 96.47 ö 
zz 3 East 46.2 6 - 0.15 - 3.39 - - 3.05 140.96 0 
West 55.8 6 - 0.17 - 3.39 - - 3.46 192.95 
TOTAL WINDOW 
OTTV 6xWWRxU 462.84 
z North 22.8 194 NA 0.07 NA NA 0.83 0.25 2.82 64.25 
South 15.3 194 - 0.31 - 0.85 0.25 12.78 195.53 Z) 0 ö ö 
M=z East 46.2 194 - 0.15 - - 1.15 0.25 8.37 386.52 F- 
15 West 55.8 194 - 0.17 - - 1.14 0.25 9.40 524.48 ON TOTAL SOLAR HEAT 
GAIN 194 x CF x WWR x SC 33.36 1170.78 
OVERALL BUILDING OTTV 140.1 23.82 3337.33 
Modern Terrace House 
Window I Shading Thermal 
Facade Solar to U-Value Orientation Coeff Transfer 
Area (A) Absorption Wall Ratio (1- W/m2k Correction (SC=SCI x Value 
ELEVATION m2 Constant Factor (a) (WWR) WWR) (Uw) Factor(CF) SC2) (OTTV) Ax OTTV 
zo North 17.5 15 0.15 0.33 0.67 2.86 NA NA I 4.31 75.45 
-j Pa 3 South 17.5 15 0.15 0.51 0.49 2.86 -- 3.15 55.18 
zo n East 42 15 0.15 0.09 0.91 2.86 - 5.86 245.95 
Uo 
West 0 15 0 0 0 0 -- 0.00 0.00 
M TOTAL WALL OTTV 15 xax (1-WWR)U 376.58 
z North 17.5 6 NA 0.33 NA 6 NA NA 11.88 207.90 
5 0ö South 17.5 6 - 0.51 - 6 - - 18.36 321.30 D 00 z=zz East 42 6 - 0.09 - 6 - - 3.24 136.08 0 
West 0 6 - 0 - 0 - - 0.00 0.00 
TOTAL WINDOW 
OTTV 6xWWRxU 665.28 
z North 17.5 194 NA 0.33 NA NA 0.83 0.2 10.63 185.98 
<z ") 
South 17.5 194 - 0.51 - - 0.85 0.25 21.02 367.93 0 äÖö 
M3 East 42 194 - 0.09 - - 1.15 0.2 4.02 168.66 
O 
West 0 194 - 0 - - 1.14 0 0.00 0.00 
N TOTAL SOLAR HEAT 
GAIN 194 x CF x WWR x SC 
-- 
35.67 722.57 
OVERALL BUILDING OTTV 77 
F 
22.91 1764.43 
